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The Construction & Built Environment Challenge – What is it?
Each year since 1999, a team made up of local college and university staff and
training providers devise and run a series of construction, engineering and building
services challenges for teams of S2 pupils (age 13-14). Our aim is to highlight the
varied and exciting careers in the Sector to pupils at this vital stage in their education.
All schools in Edinburgh & the Lothians are invited to put forward a team of 10 S2
pupils to compete in the competition.

Firrhill High School

How does it work?
The following organisations form the Construction & Built Environment Challenge
Group:
SECTT, West Lothian College, Edinburgh College, Heriot-Watt University,
Edinburgh Napier University and SRUC (Oatridge Campus).
Each of the colleges and universities run a Heat during the year at their own
Campus. They provide two activities and a visiting college or university provides the
third. Three school teams attend in the morning and three in the afternoon. The
winning team from the morning and one from the afternoon go through to the Grand
Final.
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The competition enables 300 pupils and 30 teachers to gain valuable
experience and insight to the construction, engineering and building services
sectors.
Visiting the institutions at their own campus gives pupils the opportunity to explore
new learning environments, talk to staff and experts in the field as well as take part in
a range of construction, engineering and building services challenges.
The Grand Final this year was held on the 14th January at the Edinburgh Corn
Exchange. 100 excited S2 finalists and their CDT teachers arrived bright and early to
take part in a full day of demanding and fun challenges. Careful scores were kept by
the activity providers and at the end of the day the winners were announced.
The Construction & Built Environment Challenge Group engages a freelance
administrator & event organiser to pull together all the arrangements, meetings,
communications and fundraising.
What do the Challenges consist of?
During the Heats this year the pupils took part in a very varied range of Challenges
covering the wide breadth of skills needed to work in the sector. These included:
Joisting, building twisting brick pillars, monoblocking, designing and building weightbearing structures from paper, making a fan trellis for the school garden, bridge
building and plumbing in a radiator.

Drummond Community High School
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At the Grand Final the activities were a little more challenging and this year the
activities included the following:
Building a garden shed, an electrical challenge, building a picnic bench, plumbing,
building a wishing well as a garden ornament, and even a challenge to construct a
cable bridge!
You can see images of the pupils at work on these tasks throughout this report.

North Berwick High School

How is it funded?
This year the Challenge was funded and supported by the following organisations:
SECTT, EETF (SELECT), CITB Scotland, SummitSkills, Edinburgh College,
FMB, ESP (Energy Skills Partnership), SNIPEF, RAS Crockett and FES.
At the cost of only around £10K for up to 300 pupils and 30 teachers to discover the
world of construction, engineering and building services careers, to develop soft skills
such as team work and communication skills and to meet the experts who can
provide advice and guidance on training and career routes, this event offers real
value for money.
The majority of the funding is used for the Final – in particular for venue, catering
costs and prizes – and for the freelance administrator. The Edinburgh Corn
Exchange has been the venue for the Final for a number of years as it offers the
space and facilities required.
Throughout the heats the Colleges and Universities provide venues and catering,
plus the staff time and materials needed for the activities free of charge therefore
there is ‘in kind’ funding in the region of £5000.
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Endorsement
Katie Hutton, Depute Director for National Training Programmes, Skills Development
Scotland, attended the event and presented the prizes to the top three teams. She
wrote to the CABEC group following the event to say:
“I would like to congratulate the partners, teachers, and above all, the S2 pupils who
took part in what has been a fantastic competition. It was a real privilege to have
played a (very) small part in it and to witness the enthusiasm of all involved.
Sustained initiatives, such as the Challenge, are important in opening up the world of
work to young people”.

George Heriot's School

Here’s what some of this year’s funders and sponsors thought of the event:
“SELECT and the EETF were delighted to support such a worthwhile event. The
standard of work and teamwork from the pupils was excellent. Their enthusiasm for
the event and the positivity surrounding the event was a credit to all the students who
took part and to all of those involved in running this event”.
EETF – Elaine Ellis
“Energy Skills Partnership wishes to commend SECTT on a well organised and
successful event. We are delighted to have been able to sponsor the event and
witness the atmosphere and enthusiasm on the day. This event is a fantastic
partnership between high schools, academic staff and industry that inspires and
informs pupils for their future careers in construction as well as demonstrates that the
Modern Apprenticeship route is a great career path”.
John Renwick, Project Manager, Energy Skills Partnership
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Trinity Academy

"The EETF are delighted to be able to support CABEC and would hope to continue to
do so in the future. This type of event, which is the sort of activity that the EETF was
set up to help, gives a large number of school children an insight into the various
careers available in the construction sector and will hopefully encourage some of
them to follow this career path”.
John McGhee EETF

Whitburn Academy

As the UK’s largest trade association in the building industry the FMB is proud
to support the CABEC challenge and its Scotland Director Gordon Nelson said
“The CABEC challenge helps to showcase the construction industry as a positive
career choice to the next generation of apprentices. With many trades and
professions in the industry facing a skills shortage whilst workloads are expected to
increase; any initiative that can help to attract new talent is very welcome. During the
final I was very impressed by the enthusiasm teamwork and range of skills
demonstrated by all of the finalists. Hopefully some of them will go on to become
‘Master Builders’ in the future”.
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What do pupils and teachers think of the Challenge?
The evaluation of this year’s challenge showed that teachers and pupils alike are
keen to participate, not only to learn more about the varied and exciting careers
available in construction, engineering and building services, but also to compete for
the title of Construction & Built Environment Challenge Champions.
Teachers spoke of the memorability of the event, of how pupils still recalled the
activities many years after attending, of how the challenges were achievable yet
challenging, of how real the challenges are to work situations and how the event
really highlights Built Environment subjects to teachers and helps them and their
pupils appreciate the wide range of careers under this banner. It is also a perfect fit
with the Curriculum for Excellence and connects to all of the four capacities. Most
teachers bring teams to the event year after year and are keen to see the
Competition continue in years to come.
“Fantastic opportunity, kids loved it! Good experience of range of practical tasks and
experience and raises awareness of trades and courses”.
“The event gave the pupils a better idea of engineering and construction”.
“Excellent opportunity for the pupils to experience real-world skills”.
“Encourages teamwork. Provides knowledge of this valuable industry”.
“Excellent experience for pupils. Extending classroom experiences and showcasing
progression into trade, college, university etc…”

Balerno High School
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St Margaret's Academy

Pupils were clearly engaged with all the activities provided and having fun. 100% of
pupils who attended said that the events had made them more aware of careers in
construction and engineering.

Stewart's Melville College

“We use this as an opportunity for S2 pupils to see the different opportunities and
careers in industry and the built environment. The reason we think this is a vital
competition and very useful as it gives our pupils an insight to industry and also helps
pupils who are thinking of going down this route in the future”.
North Berwick High School
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Craigmount High School

“It was fun”.
“Amazing – so much fun”.
“Great for teamwork”.
“We loved it, it was very interesting”.

What are we looking to improve and develop in future years?
Every year we carry out rigorous evaluations and look out for ways in which the event
can get better each time. The entire Construction & Built Environment Challenge
Group shall have a meeting in spring to review the last year and plan for the coming
year.
We aim to accommodate every school that puts forward a team and wishes to
participate and shall be looking to commit to this in the coming year.
What does the future hold?
The Construction & Built Environment Challenge Group are as committed as ever to
running the event in 2016-17.
Therefore we are currently seeking funders and supporters for the 2016-17
competition. This sponsorship can be small or large – we just need your help!
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So who were the winners?
It was another incredibly tense and exciting competition. This year’s champions were
Firrhill High School who went home with the Construction & Built Environment
Challenge Trophy, £300 for their CDT Department and vouchers for each member of
the team. The team were hugely excited and their teacher was so proud!

Firrhill High School - Winners CABEC 2015-16

“By winning the CABEC Construction Challenge, I hope it eliminates stereotypes and
stigmas of women working in our proud industry. In future years, I look to our awardwinning girls to champion our subject and pave the way for more young women
entering the world of Design & Technology”.
Paul Clohosey, CDT Teacher, Firhill High School
The runner-up teams were Balerno High School and Stewart’s Melville College, they
also went home with vouchers and cheques for their CDT departments.

Balerno High School – Runner-up CABEC
2015-16

Stewart's Melville College – Runner-up CABEC
2015-16
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For more information about this fantastic event please contact:

Karen McKenzie
Schools Construction Challenge Project Co-ordinator
E: karen@illuminateuk.co.uk

Or

Anne Galbraith
SECTT (Scottish Electrical Charitable Training Trust)
E: anne.galbraith@sectt.org.uk
T: 0131 445 5659

